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The aim of this dissertation was to exploit the 
concept of social transition and the facilitation 
of basic accompanied needs experienced by 
people in transit through the translation of 
it in terms of an appropriate architectural 
intervention.  The aim was to enrich the 
process of transition through re-delineating 
the transport interchange and promoting it as 
an activity node.  

Challenged with aspects like identity and 
belonging, the discourse initiated another way 
of being by concretising phenomenological 
philosopher Martin Heidegger’s notion 
of dwelling.  It accordingly explored the 
contributions made by American architect 
Christopher Alexander, indicating important 
ways in which Heidegger’s ideas on dwelling 
can be translated and implemented into more 
grounded architectural meaning.     

The predominant quality which defi nes the 
intervention in relation to the discourse is 
the concept of the edge, border or boundary.  
The signifi cance of the convergence of these 
concepts emphasises the ‘beyond’.  In the 
‘beyond’ we fi nd ourselves in a moment of 
transit, where space and time cross to produce 
confl ict between difference and identity, past 
and present, inside and outside, inclusion and 
exclusion.  This confl ict is not given to experience 

through an already authenticated tradition, but 
it takes you ‘beyond’ yourself in order to return, 
in a spirit of revision and reconstruction, to the 
conditions of the present.  It is in this sense 
that the boundary, or edge, becomes the place 
from which something begins its presencing:  

The edge becomes a crossing point in the 
process of transit and therefore a meeting 
place, where interaction occurs between 
people, space and systems of life in constant 
transition.  These crossing points are found 
everywhere within the city, and becomes 
important spot where action seems to 
concentrate itself. However, these nodes often 
lack adequate public facilities.  The proposed 
intervention provides open public and social 
space for its users and allow for communal 
interaction.  It furthermore provides a catalyst 
for dealing with public open space by becoming 
an important node where the relations of 
interaction can start to initiate a way of using 
the space, rather than just being a preconceived 
idea.  The concepts explored could be applied 
on a larger scale throughout the city.                

The edge becomes an in-between, functioning 
as un-programmed space; space to be 
appropriated by the user.  The building acts as an 
envelope, creating spaces which allow activities 
to develop unoffi cially and spontaneously, 
while bearing a great sense of formality 
and certainty.  The left-over spaces (voids), 
between the existing and the designed became 
the place of potential ‘events’.  Events being 
an ‘indeterminate set of unexpected outcomes’ 
(Tschumi 1994:13).  Events are thus seen as 
the turning point; neither the beginning nor the 
end.  In addition, the voids provide for a more 
legible space; one in which the building can be 
easily read and understood.  The building and 
the spaces it creates, also offers fl exibility for 
a variety of building functions while adhering to 
existing movement and functions around the 
site.  A program is generated for a building 
through the superimposition of existing needs 
and processes experienced by its users on and 
around the site.  
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The edge becomes the generator of new 
events for this part of the city.  The development 
provides urban renewal in an area in need of 
‘urgent urban intervention’ (Tshwane ISDF, 
2005).  The intervention presents solutions for 
improving the quality of life for the users and 
visitors of this area and enhances its unique 
social, cultural and historical attributes.  The 
building becomes a landmark, not only within 
the precinct by also within the wider context 
of the city itself, and can therefore become an 
important destination for tourists, inhabitants 
and commuters.  The proposed intervention 
will hopefully uplift the area through stimulating 
commercial activity and encourage future 
investment.  The functional diversity of the 
facilities, as a gateway for many people into the 
city, creates an overlay of systems, functions, 
hierarchy and order.    

The edge itself manifests the border, 
refl ecting the process of transition by initiating 
an alternative urban fabric; one in which the 
segregation of ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ is being 
enriched by a third dimension of the ‘in-between.’  
The transition from the outside to the inside 
therefore evolves around being in the beyond, 
the ‘unfamiliar’, towards that which is known.  
Besides providing an enclosure, this transition 
between sidewalk and building acts as a multi 
layered threshold, introducing a variety of 
complementary functions.  The permeability 
of the enclosure (structure) provides links 
with the surrounding fabric and promotes 
interlocking spaces and interaction between 
people.  The structure varying in physical and 
visual permeability regulates these levels of 
interaction.  It therefore not only manifests the 
transition between inside and outside, but also 
releases the boundaries between public and 
private to defi ne spaces for this interaction.

Whereas transition, within the context of 
South Africa today, connotes a shift from 
political partition to universal acceptance and 
justice, the author aimed to intricate transition 
as a culture in its own right, with its own 
confl ict, repressions and unrealised potentials.  
Within the realm of the ‘beyond’, this culture’s 
existence is marked by a tenebrous sense 
of survival; living on the borderlines of the 
‘present’.  The author concluded that the 
solution lies in our return to the present, to re-
describe our cultural contemporaneity.  In that 
sense then, the intervening space ‘beyond’, 
becomes a space of intervention in the here 
and now.  The proposed facility demands an 
encounter with ‘newness’ that is not part of the 
continuum of past and present.  It renews the 
past, refi guring it as a contingent ‘in-between’ 
space in constant transition, that innovates and 
interrupts the performance of the present.
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BBuilding Performance - Social

Criteria Indicative performance measure Measured Points

SO 1 Occupant Comfort Explanatory notes 4.0
SO 1.1 Daylighting % of occupied spaces that are within distance 2H from window, where H is the height of the window or where there is good daylight from skylights 80 0.8
SO 1.2 Ventilation % of occupied spaces have equivalent of opening window area equivalent to 10% of floor area or adequate mechanical system, with upolluted air source 78 0.8
SO 1.3 Noise % of occupied spaces where external/internal/reverberation noise does not impinge on normal conversation (50dbA) 66 0.7
SO 1.5 Thermal comfort Tempreture of occupied space does not exceed 28 or go below 19oC for less than 5 days per year (100%) 88 0.9
SO 1.5 Views % of occupied space that is 6m from an external window (not a skylight) with a view 90 0.9
SO 2 Inclusive Environments Explanatory notes 4.9
SO 2.1 Public Transport % of building (s) within 400m of disabled accessible (20%) and affordable (80%) public transport 100 1.0
SO 2.2 Information Comprehensive signage provided (50%), Signage high contrast, clear print signage in appropriate locations and language(s) / use of  understandable symbols / manned 100 1.0
SO 2.3 Space % of occupied spaces that are accessible to ambulant disabled / wheelchair users 100 1.0
SO 2.4 Toilets % of occupied space with fully accessible toilets within 50m along easily accessible route 100 1.0
SO 2.5 Fittings & Furniture % of commonly used furniture and fittings (reception desk, kitchenette, auditorium) fully accessible 90 0.9
SO 3 Access to Facilities Explanatory notes 5.1
SO 3.1 Children All users can walk (100%) / use public transport (50%) to get to their childrens' schools and creches 100 1.0
SO 3.2 Banking All users can walk (100%) / use public transport (50%) to get to banking facilities 100 1.0
SO 3.3 Retail All users can walk (100%) / use public transport (50%) to get to food retail 100 1.0
SO 3.4 Communication Percentage of inhabitants who walk / use public transport to get to post office / telephone / internet 80 0.8
SO 3.4 Communication All users can walk (100%) / use public transport (50%) to get to communication facilities (post/telephone/internet) 100 1.0
SO 3.5 Exercise All users can walk (100%) / use public transport (50%) to get to recreation/excercise facilities 30 0.3
SO 4 Participation & Control Explanatory notes 4.2
SO 4.1 Environmental control % of occupied space able to control their thermal environment (adjacent to openable windows/thermal controls) 80 0.8
SO 4.2 Lighting control % of occupied space able to control their light (adjacent to controllable blinds etc/local lighting control) 80 0.8
SO 4.3 Social spaces Social informal meeting spaces (parks / staff canteens / cafes) provided locally (within 400m) (100%) 90 0.9
SO 4.4 Sharing facilties 5% or more of facilities shared with other users / organisations on a weekly basis (100%) 100 1.0
SO 4.5 User group Users actively involved in the design process (50%) / Active and representative management user group (50%) 70 0.7
SO 5 Education, Health & Safety Explanatory notes 0 4.5
SO 5.1 Education Two percent or more space/facilities available for education (seminar rooms / reading / libraries) per occupied space (75%). Construction training provided on site 75 0.8
SO 5.2 Safety All well used routes in and around building well lit (25%), all routes in and around buildings visually supervised (25%), secure perimeter and access control (50%), No 75 0.8
SO 5.3 Awareness % of users who can access information on health & safety issues (ie HIV/AIDS), training and employment opportunities  easily  (posters/personnel/intranet site) 100 1.0
SO 5.4 Materials All materials/components used have no negative effects on indoor air quality (100%) 100 1.0
SO 5.5 Accidents Process in place for recording all occupational accidents and diseases and addressing these 100 1.0
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BBuilding Performance - Economic

Criteria Indicative performance measure Measured Points

EC 1 Local economy Explanatory notes 4.6
EC 1.1 Local contractors % value of the building constructed by local (within 50km) small (employees<20) contractors 80 0.8
EC 1.2 Local materials % of materials (sand, bricks, blocks, roofing material) sourced from within 50km 80 0.8
EC 1.3 Local components % of components (windows, doors etc) made locally (in the country) 100 1.0
EC 1.4 Local furniture/fittings % of furniture and fittings made locally (in the country)  100 1.0
EC 1.5 Maintenance % of maintenance and repairs by value that can, and are undertaken, by local contractors (within 50km) 100 1.0
EC 2 Efficiency Explanatory notes 4.4
EC 2.1 Capacity % capacity of building used on a daily basis (actual number of users / number of users at full capacity*100) 89 0.9
EC 2.2 Occupancy % of time building is occupied and used (actual average number of hours used / all potential hours building could be used (24) *100) 85 0.9
EC 2.3 Space per occupant Space provision per user not more than 10% above national average for building type (100%) 80 0.8
EC 2.4 Communication Site/building has access to internet and telephone (100%), telephone only (50%) 100 1.0
EC 2.5 Material & Components Building design coordinated with material / component sizes in order to minimise wastage. Walls (50%), Roof and floors (50%) 90 0.9
EC 3 Adaptability Explanatory notes 4.4
EC 3.1 Vertical heights % of spaces that have a floor to ceiling height of 3000mm or more 75 0.8
EC 3.2 External space Design facilitates flexible external space use (100%) 100 1.0
EC 3.3 Internal partition Non loadbearing internal partitions that can be easily adapted (loose partioning (100%), studwall (50%), masonary (25%) 66 0.7
EC 3.4 Modular planning Building with modular stucture, envelope (fenestration) & services allowing easly internal adaptaptation (100%) 100 1.0
EC 3.5 Furniture Modular, limited variety furniture - can be easily configured for different uses (100%) 100 1.0
EC 4 Ongoing costs Explanatory notes 4.3
EC 4.1 Induction All new users receive induction training on building systems (50%), Detailed building user manual (50%) 100 1.0
EC4.2 Consumption & waste % of users exposed on a monthly basis to building performance figures (water (25%), electricity (25%), waste (25%), accidents (25%) 60 0.6
EC 4.2 Metering Easily monitored localised metering system for water (50%) and energy (50%) 90 0.9
EC4.3 Maintenance & Cleaning % of building that can be cleaned and maintained easily and safely using simple equipment and local non-hazardous materials 90 0.9
SO 4.5 Procurement % of value of all materials/equipment used in the building on a daily basis supplied by local (within the country) manufacturers 90 0.9
EC 5 Capital Costs Explanatory notes 3.1
EC 5.1 Local need Five percent capital cost allocated to address urgent local issues (employment, training etc) during construction process (100%) 80 0.8
EC5.2 Procurement Tender / construction packaged to ensure involvement of small local contractors/manufacturers (100%) 80 0.8
EC 5.3 Building costs Capital cost not more than fifteen % above national average building costs for the building type (100%) 50 0.5
EC5.4 Technology 3% or more of capital costs allocated to new sustainable/indigenous technology (100%) 80 0.8
EC 5.5 Existing Buildings Existing buildings reused (100%) 20 0.2
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BBuilding Performance - Environmental 

Criteria Indicative performance measure Measured Points

EN 1 Water Explanatory notes 2.6
EN 1.1 Rainwater % of water consumed sourced from rainwater harvested on site 30 0.3
EN 1.2 Water use % of equipment (taps, washing machines, urinals showerheads) that are water efficient 100 1.0
EN 1.3 Runoff % of carparking, paths, roads and roofs that have absorbant/semi absorbant/permeable surfaces (grassed/thatched/looselaid paving/ absorbant materials) 20 0.2
EN 1.4 Greywater % of water from washing/relatively clean processes recycled and reused 34 0.3
EN 1.5 Planting % of planting (other than food gardens) on site with low / appropriate water requirements 80 0.8
EN 2 Energy Explanatory notes 3.9
EN 2.1 Location % of users who walk / cycle / use public transport to commute to the building 90 0.9
EN 2.2 Ventilation % of building ventilation requirements met through natural / passive ventilation 75 0.8
EN 2.3 Heating & Cooling % of occupied space which relies solely on passive environmental control (no or minimal energy consumption) 70 0.7
EN 2.4 Appliances & fittings % of appliances / lighting fixtures that are classed as highly energy efficient ( ie energy star rating) 100 1.0
EN 2.5 Renewable energy % of building energy requirements met from renewable sources 53 0.5
EN 3 Waste Explanatory notes 2.6
EN 3.1 Toxic waste % of toxic waste (batteries, ink cartridges, flourescent lamps) recycled 80 0.8
EN 3.2 Organic waste % of organic waste recycled 80 0.8
EN 3.3 Inorganic waste % of inorganic waste recycled. 50 0.5
EN 3.4 Sewerage % of sewerage recycled on site 0 0.0
EN 3.5 Construction waste % of damaged building materials / waste developed in construction recycled on site 50 0.5
EN 4 Site Explanatory notes 2.7
EN 4.1 Brownfield site % of proposed site already disturbed / brownfield (previously developed 80 0.8
EN 4.2 Neighbouring buildings No neighbouring buildings negatively affected (access to sunlight, daylight, ventilation) (100%) 75 0.8
EN 4.3 Vegetation % of area of area covered in vegetation (include green roofs, internal planting) relative to whole site 15 0.2
EN 4.4 Food gardens Food gardens on site (100%) 0 0.0
EN 4.5 Landscape inputs % of landscape that does not require mechanical equipment (ie lawn cutting) and or artificial inputs such as weed killers and pesticides 100 1.0
EN 5 Materials & Components Explanatory notes 3.2
EN 5.1 Embodied energy Materials with high embodied energy (aluminium,plastics) make up less than 1% of weight of building (100% 100 1.0
EN 5.2 Material sources % of materials and components by volume from grown sources (animal/plant) 50 0.5
EN 5.3 Ozone depletion No materials and components used requiring ozone depleting processes (100%) 80 0.8
EN 5.4 Recyled / reuse % of materials and components (by weight)  reused / from recycled sources 30 0.3
EN 5.5 Construction process Volume / area of site disturbed during construction less than 2X volume/area of new building (100%) 60 0.6
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